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Do you believe or not believe in God? What are your reasons?
Whether or not you believe in God, can you think of ways in which your beliefs and
ideas about God have changed?
Are there any poems or poets that have helped you to imagine or understand God
better?
Does omnipotence mean that there should be no suffering or evil in the world?
Stephen Hawking asked (p.26) why the underlying order of the world is as it is and
why it exists at all: does belief in God help to answer that question?
In Judaism:
o What beliefs and ideas about God have changed?
o Are there beliefs and ideas that have persisted and been found reliable?
In Christianity:
o What beliefs and ideas about God have changed?
o Are there beliefs and ideas that have persisted and been found reliable?
In Islam:
o What beliefs and ideas about God have changed?
o Are there beliefs and ideas that have persisted and been found reliable?
How, in India, can so many different practices and beliefs about God coexist?
Some writings are believed to be Revelation from God: does Revelation give answers
to questions about God?
Given that there are so many different beliefs about God, do people in different
religions worship the same God (p.71)?
If God is Invitation how might people respond?
Is it possible to practice the presence of God in everyday life? If so how?
What might the meaning and practice of prayer be?
Where and in what ways might God be found?
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Please refer to the further reading section at the back of God: A Very Short Introduction.

